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a b s t r a c t
Blood-detection dogs are trained to locate blood evidence and search for potential crime scenes in cases
where a cadaver may not be present. The locations of crime scenes are often ambiguous and evidence
may not always be obvious during initial processing. In cases of foul play, a criminal may attempt to clean
biological evidence from a crime scene; however, trace evidence that appears invisible to the naked eye
may still be detectable. For example, it has been reported anecdotally that blood-detection dogs are capable of detecting blood on clothing that has been washed up to five times, or on surfaces which have been
scrubbed clean. This study aimed to investigate the baseline detection limits of blood-detection dogs and
cadaver-detection dogs to latent blood evidence on washed clothing and to compare the dogs’ responses
to current presumptive chemical and analytical techniques. Blood was deposited onto cotton swatches
and washed up to five times with a standard household washing machine. Following washing, the cotton
swatches were allowed to dry and presented to blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs during law
enforcement training. Replicates of these samples were tested with luminol spray and analysed using
headspace solid phase microextraction – comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography – timeof-flight mass spectrometry (HS-SPME-GCGC-TOFMS). Results indicated that the olfactory system of
blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs is a viable complementary technique to presumptive chemical tests and more sensitive than current scientific instrumentation, with some of the dogs able to detect
blood after five washes but HS-SPME-GCGC-TOFMS only able to detect blood after two washes or less.
This limit of detection could likely be lowered for the dogs with further and more consistent training.
Luminol was similarly able to detect blood washed up to five times, which indicates that the scenting
abilities of these dogs can provide investigators with valuable information that may be overlooked during
preliminary searches in cases when chemical testing is unsuitable. This study highlights the importance
of training blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs for increased sensitivity to blood so that evidence
collected at a scene can be further analysed for greater evidentiary value.
Ó 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
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Locating blood at a crime scene is an integral step in recreating
the events of a crime, identifying victims or suspects, establishing
secondary crime scenes, identifying links between individuals,
locations and/or objects and ascertaining potential weapons. Law
enforcement can employ various methods when processing a
crime scene for blood evidence including chemical presumptive
tests and crime scene dogs (i.e. cadaver-detection and blooddetection dogs). These methods are used to identify areas of interest for further processing with confirmatory tests and collection of
samples.
The locations of crime scenes are often ambiguous and evidence
may not be visible to investigators during initial processing of a
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scene. In cases of foul play, a criminal may attempt to wash away
biological material such as blood at a crime scene so as to avoid
leaving trace evidence [1–3]. However, trace evidence that appears
invisible to the naked eye may still be detectable through sensitive
chemical presumptive tests [2]. It has been reported that DNA can
be extracted from bloodstains cleaned with chlorinated bleach,
soap or disinfectants, and thus having effective tools to locate
latent blood can be valuable for an investigation [3].
There are several presumptive chemical tests for blood that can
be utilised at a crime scene, each with their own suitable applications. Typically these chemical tests fall under two methods of
interaction with blood: 1) an interaction of peroxidase activity
from the haem in haemoglobin which results in the emittance of
light when observed in darkness (such as luminol or fluorescein);
or 2) oxidation in the presence of haemoglobin which results in a
colour change reaction (such as phenolphthalein (also known as
the Kastle–Meyer test), tetramethylbenzidine, leucomalachite
green and orthotolidine) [4]. Phenolphthalein is the most commonly used colour change test due to its high sensitivity and suitability to latent stains; however, it is prone to false positive results
to common items such as rust, metal salts and various vegetables
[4,5]. Other colour change tests have higher specificity to blood,
however, are unsuitable for diluted bloodstains and testing large
surfaces for latent traces of blood. For this reason, luminol (a
chemiluminescence test) and other commercially similar products
are utilised more commonly by investigators [4,6,7].
Luminol is a common presumptive test which has been
employed in the field of forensic science for over 40 years, and is
considered an important tool for locating bloodstains at crime scenes [7]. Compared to other available chemical presumptive tests it
is considered the most suitable for blood due to its high sensitivity,
specificity and non-interference with subsequent DNA analysis [8].
However, luminol requires a dark room to visualise stains, can
have false-positive reactions to bleach and other cleaning products,
and may further dilute already weak stains for extracting DNA [4].
Quantitative studies have tested the efficiency of luminol to detect
bloodstains on surfaces which have been cleaned several times
with water and bleach on non-porous tiles [9], porous brick and
cotton fabric [2]. One study demonstrated that haemoglobin is still
detectable with luminol after 10 wipes with water and 2 wipes
with bleach on tiles [9], while another found that haemoglobin
was still detectable on cotton and brick that had been washed with
bleach until invisible to the naked eye [2].
Other studies have shown that bloodstains on various types of
fabric, both synthetic and natural, are less likely to be retained
after washing with chlorine-containing detergents when tested
with phenolphthalein and orthotolidine presumptive tests, but
that fabrics containing cotton have a strong affinity to blood [10].
A study by Adair and Shaw in 2005 [1] investigated the sensitivity
of luminol and leuco-crystal violet (LCV) used to develop latent
bloodstains from clothing washed up to five times with common
cleaning products. Latent bloodstains were detected on all washed
shirts after application of both luminol and LCV, with luminol producing superior results overall [1].
It is important to consider that the use of luminol and other
blood presumptive reagents may not always be suitable to every
crime scene, particularly expanses of area outdoors or indoors
where spraying large surfaces could be time and cost inefficient
[7]. This is equally important in scenarios when a perpetrator
may attempt to conceal a crime using harsh cleaning agents that
could interfere with the effectiveness of these chemical tests.
Implementing cadaver-detection dogs and blood-detection dogs
as a screening technique in clean-up scenarios to detect bloodstain
evidence can allow investigators to process a crime scene more
efficiently and maintain any evidentiary value of bloodstains.
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Blood-detection dogs are a subset of cadaver-detection dogs in
Australia that are trained solely on human blood. Cadaverdetection dogs, which can be trained on various human tissues
including human blood, are common worldwide and are deployed
in cases of mass disaster, missing persons or homicide where locating human remains is their primary objective. Blood-detection
dogs are trained only to locate blood and are more commonly
deployed at crime scenes to identify areas of interest, potential
murder weapons or track the movement of suspects or victims to
secondary scenes. In many countries including Australia, both
blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs can be utilised by
law enforcement, and thus this study observed the deployment
suitability of both types to washed blood in cases of a concealed
crime.
If latent blood that has been cleaned can be detected with presumptive chemical tests, then an odour associated with blood may
also be detectable. It is not known if cadaver-detection dogs or
blood-detection dogs are able to detect blood evidence which has
been washed from clothing, with no reported data in the literature.
Some law enforcement agencies have reported, anecdotally, that
their dogs could detect blood on clothing that had been washed
repeatedly in biological detergent [11]; however, these reports
need to be tested and validated.
In recent years there has been an increased interest in elucidating the scenting capacity, mechanisms and sensitivity limits of various scent-detection dogs used to search for drugs, explosives and
human remains [12–19]. It is unclear how these dogs are able to
target specific scents (i.e. whether it is individual compounds or
a mixture of compounds that elicit a response) and their true limits
of detection. Of these studies, there is limited research that has
directly compared chemical testing of biological tissue with the
scenting capability of blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs
in a forensic context, with most studies restricted by the number of
dogs available to obtain suitable replicates [17,18].
A study by Skalleberg & Bouzga [17] compared crime scene dogs
and presumptive tests in relation to the detection of trace semen
and bloodstains in outdoor environments on coniferous forest
ground. The authors determined that crime scene dogs were able
to detect blood volumes as small as 0.1 mL up to 32 h postdeposition, with the presumptive tetrabase test detecting volumes
as low as 0.05 mL up to 48 h post-deposition, demonstrating the
dogs’ potential as screening tools which have similar sensitivity
to presumptive chemical tests [17]. The ability to extract DNA at
these volumes was most significant if collected within the first
24 h which emphasises the importance of implementing efficient
screening methods such as blood-detection dogs to streamline
the investigation [17].
The Netherlands law enforcement in 2013 also compared the
sensitivity of two cadaver-detection dogs to three common blood
presumptive tests (luminol, tetrabase and Kastle-Meyer) [18].
Fresh blood was diluted up to 4000 times and deposited in 0.2
mL volumes onto smooth (vinyl) and rough (carpet) surfaces. The
presumptive tests outperformed the dogs when exposed to the
smooth surface, but the dogs were able to perform much better
with the rough surfaces in comparison to the chemical tests [18].
The authors highlighted that the type of surface is an important
consideration when implementing various detection methods,
and that in some cases indications by scent-detection dogs may
not be able to be confirmed with current technology [18]. This is
an important consideration for investigators as dogs are often
reported to be more sensitive than current analytical instrumentation [20,21].
This study aims to investigate and establish the baseline limit of
detection of blood- and cadaver-detection dogs when compared
with the presumptive chemical test luminol by tracking the
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persistence of blood on cotton swatches washed up to five times to
replicate a scenario where a suspect attempts to clean clothing
containing blood. Volatile organic compound (VOC) profiling was
performed using HS-SPME-GCGC-TOFMS based on previous
research conducted by the authors for blood VOCs [22]. Luminol
was chosen for presumptive chemical testing due to its reported
high sensitivity and specificity to blood, and because it is a common tool in most crime scene kits [8]. The results of this study will
assist law enforcement with training recommendations for
cadaver-detection and blood-detection dogs for the discovery of
latent blood evidence, and provide scientific evidence to support
the deployment of these dogs for crime scene searches.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Experimental design
Whole human blood was collected from a single individual to
prevent inter-subject variability. The blood was collected by qualified phlebotomists via venipuncture into BD VacutainerÒ Tubes
with Lavender BD HemogardTM Closures (Becton, Dickinson and
Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), containing an EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) additive to prevent clotting during transfer of sub-samples. The donor was encouraged to maintain their
typical diet and hygiene practices prior to blood collection in order
to ensure an accurate reflection of natural blood composition for
analysis. The donor, a healthy female, aged 25, reported that she
was not taking any medications at the time of collection. This study
was approved by the human ethics committee at the University of
Technology Sydney (UTS HREC #2013000132).
After collection, blood was transferred in 1 mL volumes onto 5
cm  5 cm cotton swatches cut from a white 100% cotton t-shirt
(Kmart, Sydney, NSW, Australia). This volume and surface were
used to replicate the scenario of blood deposition on clothing
transferred during the process of a violent crime, and was found
to be the most suitable for the detection of blood volatiles from
porous surfaces as based on a previously optimised method [22].
After the blood was deposited onto the surface of the cotton
swatches, the bloodstains were allowed to dry over a 12-hour
period before washing. Samples prepared for odour profiling were
sealed prior to analysis in individual 250 mL aluminium tins
(Morris McMahon & Co Pty Ltd, Sydney, NSW, Australia).
After removing replicates to represent unwashed positive controls (unwashed blood) the remaining bloodstained cotton swatch
replicates were washed alone (i.e. in isolation from any other bulk
clothing) in a standard top-load washing machine on cold wash
(Hoover 550 M, Sydney, NSW, Australia) with a non-phosphate
and low-fragrance Earth Choice Ultra Concentrate laundry powder
(Woolworths, Sydney, NSW, Australia) for up to five wash cycles.
The plant-based laundry powder was chosen for the study to limit
the number of odorants interfering with sample analysis in order
to provide a baseline understanding of the sensitivity of the methods utilised in this study, which is hypothesised to be quite low in
comparison to biological detectors (i.e. scent-detection dogs). The
brand also represented a common household detergent that would
be found in most homes and easily accessible to perpetrators. No
bleach agents were investigated in this study, and thus it is recommended that future work further explore this variable in respect to
crime-scene clean-up scenarios of blood for scent-detection dogs.
After each wash cycle, the swatches were air-dried and five
replicates from each wash cycle were sealed in individual aluminium tins for subsequent analysis (Table 1). The remaining
swatches were placed back into the washing machine for the next
cycle and the process was repeated until all five washes were completed. Additional cotton swatches containing no bloodstains (i.e.

washed negative controls) were also washed with this method in
order to account for the VOC profile of laundry powder used in this
study (Table 1). These control swatches were washed separately to
the bloodstained swatches on the same day, with an empty wash
cycle completed between each wash in order to ensure no crosscontamination occurred. Cotton swatches which had not been
washed (i.e. unwashed negative controls) were also included as a
control to account for background VOCs from the cotton t-shirt
(Table 1).

2.2. Blood-detection and cadaver-detection dog trials
Four cadaver-detection dogs and one blood-detection dog were
provided by local law enforcement for testing in this study (Table 2)
and were approved by the animal ethics committee at the University of Technology Sydney (UTS ACEC #2014000213). Blooddetection dogs have only recently been introduced into Australia.
Dog trials took place over three training sessions in a six-month
period, with each training session occurring approximately every
two months. Due to operational commitments, not all dogs were
available for all three training sessions but were present for a minimum of two. Detailed information of each dog and their attendance can be seen in Table 2.
The dog trials took place at the local law enforcement training
facility and followed their standard procedures in order to provide
baseline sensitivity results. The week preceding each training session, a new set of blood and control samples were prepared and
washed. The training set-up involved three rows of cement blocks
containing tins (marked 1–48) which were placed in a U-shaped
formation around the training room (refer to Fig. 1), with 16 tins
in each row. These tins contained either blood samples (target
odours) or negative controls (unwashed and washed) and were
sealed by a lid containing perforated holes to allow for permeation
of odours (Fig. 1). Between each testing session, these teams continued to train with their regular blood training aids (cadaver, fresh
and aged blood on various surfaces) as per their operational
requirements.
Within each search there was a total of eight target odour tins:
three unwashed positive controls (i.e. fresh blood on cotton) and
one cotton swatch replicate containing blood washed from 1 to
5 times. The remaining tins were negative control tins containing
three lots of washed negative controls washed from 1 to 5 times
(for a total of 15 washed negative controls), and 25 replicates of
plain cotton swatches (i.e. unwashed negative controls). The position of target odours and control tins in the U-shaped formation
was chosen using a random number generator with the following
restrictions: each row contained one unwashed positive control
(i.e. unwashed blood) and each row also contained one replicate
each of the 1–5 washed negative controls. Target odours and negative control tins were handled by separate individuals wearing
gloves to reduce contamination of odours, and all tins and lids
were wiped with fresh paper towels to create a common scent
across target odour and negative control tins. The order that the
dogs searched at each training session was also randomised.
These experiments were single-blind studies where the handler
leading the dog was blind to the location of the target odours;
however, the positions of the target odours were provided to a separate officer responsible for rewarding the dog. This reward officer
was positioned at a distance from the handler and dog, away from
direct view, with the reward concealed until a correct alert was
performed and the handler called the alert. All scent-detection
dogs used in this study were rewarded with play and performed
on-leash searches. Each dog had their own unique alert ranging
from a sit-and-stare to feet tapping, with all classified as passive
alerts.
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Table 1
Summary of experimental and control swatches prepared and examined for each analysis tested in this study.
Number of Swatch Replicates

Dog Trials
Luminol
Odour Profiling (HS-SPME-GCGC-TOFMS)

Unwashed Positive Controls

Washed Samples

Unwashed Negative Controls

Washed Negative Controls

3
5
5

3 (per wash cycle)
5 (per wash cycle)
5 (per wash cycle)

25
1 (per wash cycle)
1 (per wash cycle)

3 (per wash cycle)
1 (per wash cycle)
1 (per wash cycle)

Table 2
Detailed list of the cadaver-detection and blood-detection dogs utilised in this study with recorded attendance at each training session.
Team

Age

Breed

Gender

Cadaver- or blood-detection dog

Years of experience

Training Session
1

A
B
C
D
E

6
6
7
4
4

English Springer Spaniel
English Springer Spaniel
German Shepherd
Labrador
English Springer Spaniel

Female
Female
Male
Female
Male

Cadaver-detection
Cadaver-detection
Cadaver-detection
Blood-detection
Cadaver-detection

U
U

5
5
5
2.5
1

U
U

2

3

U
U

U
U
U
U

U

Target odour and negative control tins were replaced with new tins
between rounds of searches (i.e. after first, second and third
searches) and again wiped with fresh paper towel.

Fig. 1. An example schematic of one scent line-up of unwashed and washed blood
samples, and unwashed and washed negative controls randomised for this study.

2.2.1. Statistical analysis
In order to evaluate the collective potential of these dogs to
detect visible and latent blood in this baseline study, a number
of odds ratios were calculated to determine the studied effects
(such as number of washes, training and detection type) on their
probability of detection. Calculating an odds ratio allows the comparison of the relative odds of the dogs to locate the blood on cotton given the interaction of the effects previously stated. An odds
ratio estimate of exactly 1 means that the effect did not affect
the odds of the dogs locating cotton with blood. An odds ratio estimate greater than 1 means that the effect was associated with
higher odds of the dogs locating cotton with blood, and an odds
ratio less than 1 means that the effect was associated with lower
odds of the dogs locating cotton with blood.
The data collected from the blood-detection and cadaverdetection dog trials was analysed using logistic regression [23].
The main model was as follows:

logðodds of detecting target odourÞ ¼ b0 þ b1 ðnumber of washesÞ
þb2 ðindicator that dog is AÞ þ b3 ðindicator that dog is AÞ
For each search, the handler led the dog along each tin once and
their responses were recorded as either a correct alert (true positive response to the target odour) or an incorrect alert (false negative response to the target odour or false positive response in the
absence of the target odour). Final alerts and behaviour changes,
such as partial alerts (pausing over tins, head-flicks or attempting
to go back to previous tins), from each dog from each dog were
identified by the handler and any false positive alerts were also
recorded for future training improvements. A false positive
response is classified as an alert without the target odour being
present, and a false negative response is classified as the lack of
an alert despite the presence of the target odour.
At each training session the dogs were tasked with searching
the U-shaped formation three times (once with each dog before
the dogs repeated their second and third search), with tins rearranged between every search and between every dog. This
resulted in a total exposure to three replicates of cotton containing
blood washed 1–5 times and nine replicates of unwashed blood,
with the potential for 24 correct alerts for each training session.
Target odour tins had their lids replaced between every search
and between every dog and all tins (target and negative controls)
were wiped clean with fresh paper towel as previously described.

ðnumber of washesÞ
þb4 ðindicator that dog is BÞ þ b5 ðindicator that dog is BÞ
ðnumber of washesÞ
þb6 ðindicator that dog is CÞ þ b7 ðindicator that dog is CÞ
ðnumber of washesÞ
þb8 ðindicator that dog is EÞ þ b9 ðindicator that dog is EÞ
ðnumber of washesÞ
þb10 ðindicator of dog having 2 training sessionsÞ
þb11 ðindicator of dog having 3 training sessionsÞ
ð1Þ
where ‘log’ denotes natural logarithm and
odds of detecting target odour ¼

probability of detecting target odour
probability of missing target odour

In model (1) the main effects are:
 the number of washes treated as a quantitative variable,
 the particular scent-detection dog with dog D, the blooddetection dog, as the baseline,
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 the number of training sessions treated as a categorical variable
with one training session as the baseline.
The model also allows for interaction effects between the number of washes and the scent-detection dog. For example, the odds
ratio of a dog detecting the target odour having had 2 training sessions compared to 1 training session is:

probability of detecting target odour after 2 training sessions
¼ eb10
probability of detecting target odour after 1 training session
where b10 is the estimate of b10 after fitting (1) to the data. A formula was also used for computing a confidence interval for the odds
ratio based on the standard errors attached to each of the bj s in (1).
Since the number of washes is a quantitative variable result we
have for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 washes:

odds ratio of detecting target odour without any washes
compared with after k washes ¼ ekb
Thus, a 95% confidence interval (C.I.) was calculated to accompany the odds ratio and gives the range of minimum (lower) and
maximum (upper) that the odds ratio might be given 95% confidence. If the C.I. (range between lower and upper) were to cross
the value of 1 than this would indicate that the effect on locating
cotton with blood was weak and considered not statistically significant, whereas if the C.I. is greater than 1 this would indicate a
strong effect on locating cotton with blood and be considered statistically significant.
2.3. Presumptive chemical testing (luminol)
For each set of unwashed and washed samples a subset of
swatches were sprayed with luminol solution in order to presumptively test for the presence of blood (refer to Table 1). Along with
the bloodstained cotton swatches a washed negative control was
tested to make sure no cross-contamination had occurred during
the washing process or that there was no false positive luminescence occurring from the washing powder. An unwashed negative
control was also sprayed with luminol to test the baseline luminescence of the cotton material, as well as a cotton swatch containing
fresh blood to represent an unwashed positive control.
The luminol solution was prepared fresh for each washing cycle
and sprayed onto the swatches within 2 h of preparation. A 250 mL
volume of solution was prepared from 12.5 g of sodium carbonate
(Sigma-Aldrich, Castle Hill, NSW, Australia) dissolved in distilled
water and mixed with 0.25 g of luminol powder (Sigma-Aldrich).
Immediately after, 0.75 mL hydrogen peroxide (100 vol/30%,
Sigma-Aldrich) was added to this solution. After the swatches were
sprayed with luminol they were placed in a dark room for visualisation and photographed (Nikon D5200 24.1 Megapixel Digital
Single-lens Reflex Camera) for documentation.
2.4. Odour profiling
Samples prepared for odour profiling were sealed prior to analysis in individual 250 mL aluminium tins (Morris McMahon & Co
Pty Ltd, Sydney, NSW, Australia) to allow the headspace to accumulate and prevent contamination from the environment. The aluminium tins also replicated the current scenting methods
employed by local law enforcement for the training of cadaverdetection and blood-detection dogs. All tins used in this study were
cleaned prior to sample preparation by washing with hot water
and non-phosphate detergent, and rinsing several times with
de-ionised water and ultra-pure water prior to being baked in an
oven for 1 h at 110 °C to remove potential volatile contaminants.

Unwashed and washed samples were not able to be analysed in
one day due to lengthy manual sample extraction and analysis
times and thus were staggered across 6 days with one set of
washed samples and controls analysed per day. A single day of
analysis included five replicates of cotton swatches containing
blood (e.g. unwashed or washed 1–5 times), one cotton control
which had been washed for the same number of cycles as the
bloodstained swatch being analysed, and one cotton control which
had not been washed. The odour profiling method used in this
study included headspace SPME coupled with GCGC-TOFMS,
based on previous work conducted by the authors [22].
2.4.1. VOC sample collection
Headspace SPME sampling was performed using a previously
optimised method [22]. A 65 lm polydimethylsiloxane/divinylben
zene (PDMS/DVB) fused silica fibre (24-gauge; Supelco, Bellefonte,
PA, USA) was inserted through a hole punctured into the aluminium tin lid containing the cotton swatch and exposed for 45
min at 40 °C using a sand bath for headspace extraction. Prior to
sample exposure the fibre was exposed to an internal standard of
100 ppm bromobenzene (GC grade; Sigma-Aldrich, Castle Hill,
NSW, Australia), prepared in methanol (HPLC grade; SigmaAldrich) using an in-fibre internal standardisation method [22].
Along with an internal standard, an alkane standard was also run
once during each sampling day to highlight potential shifts in
retention times from interday sampling.
2.4.2. GCGC-TOFMS analysis
After VOC extraction, GCGC-TOFMS analysis was performed
according to a previously optimised and published procedure
[22] using a LECO Pegasus 4D GCGC-TOFMS system (LECO, Castle
Hill, NSW, Australia) containing an RxiÒ-624Sil MS (30 m  0.250
mm inner diameter, 1.40 mm film thickness; Restek Corporation,
Bellefonte, PA, USA) first dimension (1D) column and a StabilwaxÒ
(2 m  0.250 mm inner diameter, 0.50 mm film thickness; Restek
Corporation) second dimension (2D) column.
2.4.3. Data processing
Data processing was performed using ChromaTOFÒ (version
4.51.6.0; LECO). Baseline tracking with an 80% offset was performed with automatic baseline smoothing. An expected peak
width of 15 s in the 1D and 0.30 s in the 2D was used. A signalto-noise ratio (S/N) of 250 for the base peak and 20 for the subpeaks was set with a minimum match >800 for analyte identification. Library matches were generated from the 2011 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) mass spectral library
database.
The Statistical Compare software feature within ChromaTOFÒ
(LECO) was used for peak alignment and normalisation to the
internal standard using unique masses. Statistical Compare was
performed using two methods. The first method included both
washed and unwashed samples sorted into four classes (i.e.
unwashed positive controls, unwashed negative controls, washed
blood, washed negative controls) with compounds identified and
included in the peak table if present in either at least 4 out of
the total 40 samples or in 50% of the samples within a class. The
second method included washed samples only sorted into two
classes (i.e. washed blood and washed negative controls) with
compounds identified and included in the peak table if present in
either at least 4 out of the total 30 samples or in 50% of the samples
within a class. Peak re-searching during alignment was performed
at a S/N of 20.
A Fisher ratio was calculated using the Statistical Compare software feature to highlight compounds with the highest betweenclass variance. Compounds with Fisher ratios above the critical F
value (Fcrit – calculated using the F-distribution) of 2.89 or 4.21
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potential influence of these factors, as well as compared as a whole
group to identify overall trends in their general ability to locate
latent blood.
The overall recorded false alerts collected in this study, as well
as calculated sensitivity and specificity are summarised in Table 3.
Sensitivity and specificity assist in evaluating the dog’s accuracy to
locate blood, whereby sensitivity represents the proportion of positive alerts that correctly identified cotton containing blood (true
positive rate – the number of true positive alerts divided by the
combined number of true positive and false negative alerts) and
specificity represents the proportion of negative alerts that correctly identified when cotton did not contain blood (true negative
rate – the number of true negative alerts divided by the combined
number of true negative and false positive alerts).
Table 3 demonstrates a clear efficiency difference between each
of the teams incorporated in this study, with some displaying
higher correct alerts, sensitivity and specificity for both the
unwashed and washed cotton with blood (most evident for teams
A, B and E). For the unwashed cotton with blood, the sensitivity
was calculated to range between 93% and 100%, and the specificity
between 88% and 99% for all teams. For the washed cotton with
blood, there was a much larger range calculated, with some teams
having no calculated sensitivity or specificity for the more frequently washed cotton with blood (i.e. washes 3–5).
Looking at the teams as a whole, due to the low accuracy for
many teams to locate the washed cotton with blood the average
sensitivity ranged between 41 and 96%, and specificity ranged
between 81 and 95%. This indicates a greater proficiency of these

(for each method respectively) were considered significant and filtered from the remaining compounds in the peak table for further
statistical comparison. These compounds were exported as a .csv
file and further processed in Microsoft Excel to manually remove
chromatographic and internal standard artefacts. The unwashed
blood samples analysed in this study were used for comparison
purposes to identify blood-related compounds. These compounds
were matched against previously reported blood VOCs found in
previous research using this method [22] and used for tracking
persistence in the washed samples.
Multivariate statistical analysis was carried out using principal
component analysis (PCA) in The UnscramblerÒ X (version 10.3;
CAMO Software, Oslo, Norway) to identify trends and group data
using scores and loadings plots. Data pre-processing steps performed in The UnscramblerÒ X prior to PCA included mean centering, variance scaling, and unit vector normalisation which have
been demonstrated to be beneficial for multivariate VOC analyses
[24]. The data was verified to contain no outliers by implementing
the Hotelling’s T2 95% confidence limit.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Blood-detection and cadaver-detection dog trials
The blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs utilised in this
study had a range of training experience and represented various
breeds and ages (refer to Table 2); thus the response rates recorded
are organised by each team individually in order to account for the

Table 3
Summary of recorded alerts for the limit of detection trials conducted with the blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs in this study.
Cotton Swatches (With/Without Blood)

Recorded False Alerts (%)

Evaluation (%)

False Positive

False Negative

Sensitivity

Specificity

Team A

Unwashed
Wash 1
Wash 2
Wash 3
Wash 4
Wash 5

9
17
11
6
0
6

0
0
0
33
50
0

100
100
100
67
50
100

92
86
90
92
100
95

Team B

Unwashed
Wash 1
Wash 2
Wash 3
Wash 4
Wash 5

4
11
7
0
4
7

7
11
0
22
11
33

93
89
100
78
89
67

96
89
93
100
96
90

Team C

Unwashed
Wash 1
Wash 2
Wash 3
Wash 4
Wash 5

1
6
6
6
6
11

6
50
67
100
83
83

94
50
33
0
17
17

99
90
86
0
75
60

Team D

Unwashed
Wash 1
Wash 2
Wash 3
Wash 4
Wash 5

1
6
6
6
6
6

0
50
83
100
83
100

100
50
17
0
17
0

99
90
75
0
75
0

Team E

Unwashed
Wash 1
Wash 2
Wash 3
Wash 4
Wash 5

13
17
6
22
33
17

6
50
67
17
67
67

94
50
33
83
33
33

88
75
86
79
50
67

Averages of Teams A-E

Unwashed
Wash 1
Wash 2
Wash 3
Wash 4
Wash 5

6
11
7
8
10
9

4
32
43
54
59
57

96
68
57
46
41
43

95
86
89
85
81
82
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dogs to identify when blood is not present (high true negative rate)
at a baseline level. Similarly, the overall average recorded false positives were considerably low (9%) but much higher for the false
negative alerts (42%). Observing the false positive responses in
detail (when the dog incorrectly alerted to washed and unwashed
cotton without blood) can assist in identifying control odours that
present a potential issue for these scent-detection dogs in locating
their target odour. Overall, the percentage of false positive alerts
does not appear to be associated with any cotton control
specifically.
Observing the percentage of correct alerts recorded and averaged for all three training sessions (Fig. 2), it is apparent that as
the number of washes increases the percentage of correct alerts
decreases, with varying responses recorded for each team. After
one wash, teams C, D and E were able to locate 50% of their target
samples, and after two washes these teams located approximately
one third of the target samples. After three washes, the teams’
responses appear to be erratic in locating the washed blood. It is
hypothesised that as the blood is washed through more cycles,
the VOCs that the dogs use to locate the odour becomes diminished
making it more difficult to identify from the background odours of
the cotton material.
By presenting the data with all teams represented individually,
the variation in performance across the dogs is apparent with some
teams having a greater percentage of correct alerts across more of
the washes, as discussed previously. Teams A and B performed the
strongest across the training sessions, locating blood washed up to
five times. Team E also located blood washed up to five times;
however, this team did not have consistent true positive alerts
across the washes. This is demonstrated by their low accuracy in
locating blood washed two, four and five times, but having a high
accuracy for blood washed three times and the unwashed blood.
Teams C and D demonstrated a dramatic loss in efficiency in locating the blood when washed more than once, with a detection limit
of up to two washes, albeit with very low accuracy. It is hypothesised that reinforcement on the washed blood would be required in
order to increase their sensitivity to multiple washes, and potentially more training and exposure to the diluted odour would
improve their accuracy.
The odds of detection for unwashed blood on cotton (zero
washes) compared to five washes displayed strong statistical significance (C.I. much greater than 1) which confirm the findings in
Fig. 2, with the dogs having greater odds of finding unwashed

cotton with blood than blood washed five times on cotton (Table 4).
As the number of washes increased, the odds ratio values were
much greater in favour of the unwashed cotton with blood, and
thus the probability of detection also decreases, demonstrating
that the dogs are more likely to locate blood on cotton which has
not been washed than blood on cotton washed. Whilst relatively
low in value, the zero washes compared with one wash still
demonstrates statistical significance indicating a low probability
for these dogs to locate blood on cotton washed even just once,
and thus more training would be required to improve their probability of locating latent blood.
When comparing the cadaver-detection and blood-detection
dogs used in this study, the probability of detection was not shown
to be statistically significant for detecting unwashed blood on cotton (zero washes) and therefore there was no performance difference observed between the two sets of teams. Conversely,
although only one blood-detection dog was available for this study
(team D), the majority of the other teams A, B, C and E (all cadaverdetection dogs) performed slightly better with the washed blood
samples, with a statistically significant interaction effect observed.
These results could relate to the training experience of the cadaverdetection dogs with multiple training aids (i.e. blood, bone, decomposition fluid etc.) and could indicate a difference between the two
detector dog types. It is acknowledged that this was only a baseline
study with only a small sample size of scent-detection dogs, and
thus more trials would need to be conducted on a larger number
of both blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs to comment
on any significant trend for the general population of blooddetection dogs.
Due to the operational commitments of the cadaver-detection
and blood-detection dogs involved in this study, the majority of
teams (A, C, D, and E) were only available for two of the three training sessions, with irregular attendance sometimes resulting in large
gaps between each team’s training sessions. However, by observing
each team individually by the correct alerts at their relative first
and second exposure (rather than by training dates), in some
instances there is an improvement in their accuracy with repeated
exposure (Fig. 3). The calculated probabilities confirm this, with the
odds of detection greater after the second training compared to the
first training session (but not as high as seen with the other effects
calculated) and shown to be statistically significant.
Team A improved their ability to locate samples subjected to a
higher number of washes by their second training session, with

Fig. 2. Overall percentage of correct alerts recorded for cadaver-detection and blood-detection dogs when exposed to unwashed and washed blood on cotton.
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Table 4
Summary of probabilities calculated for the cadaver-detection and blood-detection dogs to detect the presence of blood given the effect of washing, training and type of detection.
Calculated Effect

Odds Ratio (95% C.I.)
Lower

Estimate

Upper

77.9
32.6
13.6
5.71
2.39

9130
1470.0
238.0
38.40
6.20

1.07  106
6.66  104
4140
258.00
16.10

Teams A, B, C & E vs. Team D when there are zero washes
Teams A, B, C & E vs. Team D when there are 5 washes

0.0936
7.1

0.466
293.0

2.32
1.21  104

2nd training session compared with 1st training session
3rd training session compared with 1st training session*
3rd training session compared with 2nd training session*

1.27
0.464
0.156

2.78
1.79
0.644

6.07
6.91
2.65

Number of washes

0
0
0
0
0

Type of detection dog
Number of training sessions

washes
washes
washes
washes
washes

compared
compared
compared
compared
compared

with
with
with
with
with

5
4
3
2
1

washes
washes
washes
washes
wash

*
Note: only one dog completed three training sessions.
Values reported are specific to this study only.

Fig. 3. Percentage of correct alerts recorded for unwashed (UW) and washed (W) blood (washed 1–5 times) for a) team A, b) team B, c) team C, d) team D and e) team E across
the training sessions they were present at over the duration of this study (exposure 1–3).

100% accuracy (Fig. 3a). Team C, while able to locate blood washed
up to five times in the first training session, was also able to locate
blood washed once with greater accuracy by the second training
session (Fig. 3c). Team D could not locate most of the washed target samples initially at their first training session but located blood
washed up to two times by their second training session (Fig. 3d).
Although team D did initially locate some of the blood samples
washed up to four times at the first training session, many of the
lesser washed samples were missed which suggests that they only
located the blood washed four times by chance.
Team E did not appear to improve consistently like the other
teams across the two training sessions; however, this team was
still able to maintain the ability to locate blood even after five

washes (Fig. 3e). At the second training session, it was noted that
this team gave several partial alerts (i.e. head flicks) and did show
interest to the missed washed blood samples but did not complete
a full alert for recording. This team had also performed a larger
number of false positive responses at the second training session,
more than double recorded for his first training session. Team E
was the youngest cadaver-detection dog with the fewest years of
operational experience, which is important to consider when evaluating his responses.
For team B, the percentage of correct alerts recorded for each
exposure to the washed and unwashed samples (Fig. 3b) demonstrated a slight improvement in consistency in locating the more
heavily washed samples (washed two and more times). With reg-
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ular training and exposure to this set of washed blood samples, this
team maintained a consistent accuracy in locating the target blood
samples across the duration of this study. Team B was the only
team present for all three training sessions; however, it was not
evidence enough with the probabilities to say that the third training improved their odds of detection. Given that there was only
one dog that completed the three training sessions, a trial with
more dogs present at all training sessions would need to be studied
to confirm any associated influence of this effect. Note that this
study intended to use a low number of training sessions to specifically test the dogs’ baseline abilities without further training.
The results of this study demonstrate the potential of blooddetection and cadaver-detection dogs in locating washed blood,
with some dogs at a baseline level able to confidently detect blood
washed up to five times. By understanding the detection limits of
these dogs, their responses in the field can be validated even when
the evidence is not visible. This is significant when considering
controversial cases where blood-detection and cadaver-detection
dogs have signalled the presence of blood at a crime scene without
substantial confirmation of the evidence [11,25]. The use of these
dogs as a screening tool for latent blood would ideally represent
a complementary technique for chemical presumptive tests but
would not replace further confirmatory tests as part of an investigation. It is noted however, that chemical confirmatory tests are

often less sensitive than chemical presumptive tests, and more
expensive to run. Thus, having confidence in the alerts produced
by these dogs can assist investigators in qualifying the use of subsequent costly tests.

3.2. Presumptive chemical testing (luminol)
A luminol solution was prepared fresh on the day of analysis
and visualised in a dark room minutes after spraying, where only
qualitative luminescence was recorded for this study. The aim
was to determine whether the luminol was effective in detecting
latent blood after several cycles of washing through visual
luminescence.
Before the washing cycles commenced, five replicates of
unwashed positive controls were prepared and visualised with a
single replicate of unwashed negative control to observe the
degree of luminescence in the presence of blood and whether the
cotton swatches exhibited any background luminescence
(Fig. 4a). It was determined that the unwashed cotton swatches
did not display any natural luminescence, and thus would not
enhance the luminescence when blood was present. A strong luminescence was visualised in reaction to the unwashed positive controls with dark spots apparent in areas of high blood volume.

Fig. 4. Luminol reaction observed on blood and control swatches for a) unwashed positive control; and blood after b) 1 wash, c) 2 washes, d) 3 washes, e) 4 washes and f) 5
washes.
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The results demonstrated that luminol was effective in detecting blood washed up to five times on cotton swatches (Fig. 4b–f),
with luminescence visually evident across all replicates. The
unwashed cotton swatch, washed cotton swatches without blood
(i.e. negative controls) and unwashed cotton swatches with fresh
blood (i.e. positive controls) were incorporated for visual comparison and to identify false positives or false negatives. The washed
negative control did not exhibit any luminescence except for wash
five, which showed a very weak luminescence compared to the
negative control (Fig. 4f). This indicates that the laundry powder
does not contain any substantial interfering agents in reaction to
luminol to create false positive results. Similarly, the unwashed
positive control always showed luminescence, which confirmed
that the luminol solution was working as expected.
The incorporation of the luminol presumptive chemical test in
this study represented the most common reagent employed by
crime scene officers due to its reported high sensitivity for blood,
and compatibility for the extraction of DNA [8,9]. The effectiveness
of the luminol on all of the washed samples confirmed that the
presence of blood is still detectable even when washed up to five
times. The results in this study indicate that the use of luminol
or scent-detection dogs as a screening tool for latent blood at crime
scene searches are both viable options. Thus, if an operational scenario is unsuitable for luminol, such as large outdoor areas or on
surfaces prone to false positive results, blood-detection and
cadaver-detection dogs could be used as an alternative technique
for locating blood with similar efficiency and sensitivity. Luminol
has been reported to have the sensitivity to detect blood diluted
with water as low as 1:5,000,000 on blood soaked cotton [26],
but more commonly is reported to have a detection limit of
1:100,000 with recoverable DNA [8,27]. If the blood-detection
and cadaver-detection dogs improve their sensitivity to the
reported levels of luminol, their operational use would be highly
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valuable to secure evidence with the potential for DNA extraction
and subsequent investigative leads.

3.3. Odour profiling
The ability of the blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs
to detect blood after as many as five washes in this study indicates
that some portion of the blood odour profile remains intact
throughout the washing cycles. In order to evaluate the blood
odour profile from the background odour of the cotton or laundry
powder, the unwashed blood, washed blood and negative control
samples were tested using the highly sensitive analytical instrumentation: GCGC-TOFMS. GCGC has a reported 10-fold increase
in sensitivity compared to conventional one-dimensional-GC (1DGC), with detection limits in the low parts-per-trillion (ppt)
[28,29], and thus was deemed the most appropriate analytical
instrumentation to apply to this study.
Initially, the chromatographic outputs produced by GCGCTOFMS visually showed a distinct difference in profile between
the unwashed negative control (Fig. 5a) and the unwashed positive
control (Fig. 5b), with a greater number of compounds detected for
the unwashed positive control. Blood washed once (and similarly
observed for washes two to five) with laundry powder produced
a more complex chromatogram to that of the unwashed positive
control (Fig. 5d and b, respectively), with more VOCs apparent
across the chromatogram. Conversely, the washed negative control
washed once (Fig. 5c) compared to the blood on cotton washed
once (Fig. 5d) produced chromatograms that were visually indistinguishable, and this trend remained consistent across all washes.
It appears that the washing procedure added more volatile components to the cotton material, such that odourous components of
the laundry powder were becoming trapped within the cotton

Fig. 5. GCGC-TOFMS total ion current (TIC) contour plots (500–2200 s) of a) unwashed negative control, b) unwashed positive control, c) washed negative control washed
once and d) cotton with blood washed once, showing increase in profile complexity after first wash.
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fibres, while the blood odour profile was visually absent suggesting
that it may have been removed by washing.
Determining that an odour profile from the laundry powder is
retained after washing is an important training consideration for
blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs. In order to reduce
potential false positives occurring, these dogs should be trained
off the background odour of the washed cotton by incorporating
washed negative controls within the training procedure. As identified in the dog trials of this study, the blood-detection and cadaverdetection dogs more often falsely alerted on the washed negative
controls, which indicated that there was a common odour between
the washed cotton without blood and washed cotton with blood
that the dogs could not differentiate.
The low overall occurrence of false positive responses compared
to the percentage of correct alerts would indicate that the olfactory
system of the dogs in this study was able to distinguish odour differences between the washed blood and negative controls that are
not visually apparent with the GCGC chromatograms. The data
collected from the GCGC-TOFMS was analysed using PCA to
determine whether the VOC profile of the washed and unwashed
blood could be separated from that of the washed and unwashed
negative controls. PCA assists in visualising differences in the
GCGC data by reducing the data dimensionality. Fig. 6a demonstrated that the washed and unwashed positive controls were
clearly separated on the first principal component (PC-1) based
on their VOC profile, which accounted for 33% of the variation

within the dataset. However, within these clusters, the blood and
negative controls could not be distinguished and overlapped considerably in the PCA plot. Observing the dataset from a threedimensional (3D) perspective using PC-1, the second principal
component (PC-2) and the third principal component (PC-3)
(Fig. 6b) allowed for the visualisation of separation between the
unwashed positive control and unwashed negative controls, with
11% of the variation within the dataset accounted for on PC-3. This
separation between the unwashed positive control and unwashed
negative controls was expected based on the visual comparison of
the chromatograms (Fig. 5a and b). A large portion of the profile
detected appeared to contribute to the washed blood and controls
as displayed in the correlation loadings plot in Fig. 6c, with the
majority of the discriminatory compounds dominating the bottom
two quadrants (namely compounds 13–62). Since the chromatograms in Fig. 5 displayed a greater complexity for the washed
blood and washed negative controls, this would indicate that these
compounds could be attributed to the washing process (i.e. laundry powder). However, with little separation apparent between
the washed negative controls and washed cotton with blood, it is
difficult to determine whether these discriminatory compounds
were related to the washed cotton or the latent blood odour.
Analysing the dataset with PCA was not effective in separating
the VOC profiles of the washed blood samples from the washed
negative controls, and this is likely because the variation between
the unwashed and washed samples was so much larger than that

Fig. 6. PCA plots of compounds detected in comparison of unwashed (UW) and washed (washes 1–5: W1-W5) blood and controls: a) scores plot of PC-1 and PC-2, b) 3D
scores plot of PC-1, PC-2 and PC-3 and c) correlation loadings plot of PC-1 and PC-2.
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Fig. 7. PCA plots of compounds detected in comparison of washed (washes 1–5: W1-W5) blood and negative controls: a) scores plot of PC-1 and PC-2, b) 3D scores plot of PC1, PC-2 and PC-3 and c) correlation loadings plot of PC-1 and PC-2.

between the washed blood and washed negative controls causing
the washed samples to group tightly and skew the results. It was
therefore decided to further investigate the odour profiles of the
washed blood and washed negative controls separate from the
unwashed controls to better visualise any subtle differences in
the profiles. It is important to note here that only one washed negative control was analysed per wash cycle using GCGC-TOFMS
due to time restraints involved with the use of manual HS-SPME,
and thus, it is recommended that future work incorporate more
washed negative controls.
In a second Statistical Compare method, washed cotton with
blood and washed negative controls were compared and further
analysed with PCA. Fig. 7a and b demonstrate that the blood
washed once and twice (wash 1 and wash 2 blood) could be separated from the washed negative controls on PC-1, which accounted
for 27% of the variation within the dataset, and further separated
on PC-3 which accounted for 14% of variation within the dataset.
After Fisher ratio filtering the compounds detected in the washed
blood and washed negative controls, there were only twelve compounds significant to the dataset, of which only five compounds
were identified as highly discriminatory for the dataset, namely
2-pentylfuran, butyl acetate, decane, methyl dodecanoate, and
methyl tridodecanoate, shown in Fig. 7c. Two of these compounds,
2-pentylfuran and butyl acetate, appear to be associated with the
washed blood samples in the PCA plot, with 2-pentylfuran previously cited in the literature as a blood VOC [30–32]. The other
three discriminatory compounds (decane, methyl dodecanoate,
and methyl tridodecanoate) appear to be associated with the
washed negative controls, with only decane being previously
reported in the blood odour profile [31,33]. These compounds

could potentially be responsible for differentiating the washed
blood samples from the washed negative controls and could represent the VOCs that the dogs recognise.

4. Conclusions
Blood-detection dogs and cadaver-detection dogs have been
widely regarded as highly sensitive search tools, with their power
of sensitivity anecdotally reported to locate minute traces of blood
even after washing with detergents. However, to date, very few
research studies have investigated these detection limits scientifically to validate anecdotal claims. This study aimed to investigate
the sensitivity of blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs to
detect latent blood which had been washed up to five times with
household laundry detergent, and compare their efficiency with
current screening tools for crime scene searches and with highly
sensitive analytical instrumentation.
It was determined that at a baseline level, blood-detection and
cadaver-detection dogs are able to locate blood washed up to five
times and can differentiate these from control odours. It was discovered that the efficiency to locate these latent odours was highly
variable from dog to dog, with their personality, experience and
temperament identified to be potential sources of influence. Due
to the small number of scent-detection dogs available for this
study, it is recommended that further research be conducted with
a larger group of dogs in order to confirm the trends observed in
this study. It was also observed over two training sessions, that
the blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs showed some
improvement in their sensitivity and specificity to the washed
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blood samples. This highlights the potential of regular training and
repeated exposure to latent blood for training scent-detection dogs
to lower limits of detection; however, more research is required to
confirm this finding.
Comparing the detection limits of the dogs to a common presumptive test used in crime scene searches (i.e. luminol) determined that the blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs could
act as complementary search tools, with both the dogs and luminol
demonstrating the ability to detect blood washed up to five times
on cotton. However, the luminol was observed to perform more
consistently compared to the baseline capabilities of the detection
dogs that had no prior training with washed blood on cotton. This
study incorporated a common household laundry detergent and
did not study the effects of bleaching agents, and thus further studies are recommended to investigate bleach on the accuracy of the
dogs to locate latent blood. It is well established that luminol can
react with blood diluted as low as 1:500,000. Confirming that the
scent-detection dogs can match this sensitivity to washed blood
will validate their use for crime scene searches that are deemed
inefficient and costly for regular presumptive chemical tests. The
use of these dogs would assist in narrowing areas of interest for
further processing, for example, with the potential to locate items
of high evidentiary value that may have been previously
overlooked.
Analysing the unwashed and washed blood and control samples
using GCGC-TOFMS provided an insight into the potential odour
profile that the blood-detection and cadaver-detection dogs recognise as part of their scenting process, with only a few VOCs deemed
significant for the odour profile of washed blood. GCGC demonstrated a detection limit of up to two washes for blood samples,
with samples subjected to three to five washes becoming difficult
to distinguish from their respective washed negative controls
based on VOC profiling. Current analytical techniques are not able
to match the sensitivity of luminol or the scent-detection dogs
observed in this study, but they provide confirmation that subtle
odour differences are apparent between washed blood and washed
negative controls that these dogs can perceive. However, ultimately investigators must determine whether lowering the detection limits of their dogs to dilute blood is suitable for their
operational aims, and recognise that further analytical confirmatory tests may not be able to match the sensitivity of the dogs.
This study was able to track the odour of blood after multiple
washes using GCGC as an analytical tool and provide potential
chemistry behind blood-detection and cadaver-detection dog
alerts operationally to latent blood on cotton clothing. By establishing the detection limits of these dogs at a baseline level, handlers can be confident of their alerts in the field, and thus
provide law enforcement with valuable information for building
stronger investigations. Regular training with latent blood samples
is recommended in order to provide the dogs with an accurate representation of the odour profiles they may encounter operationally
and to improve their sensitivity in cases of concealment.
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